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A complete solution has been obtained for periodic particulate nanocomposite with the unit cell contain-
ing a ﬁnite number of spherical particles with the Gurtin–Murdoch interfaces. For this purpose, the mul-
tipole expansion approach by Kushch et al. [Kushch, V.I., Mogilevskaya, S.G., Stolarski, H.K., Crouch, S.L.,
2011. Elastic interaction of spherical nanoinhomogeneities with Gurtin–Murdoch type interfaces. J. Mech.
Phys. Solids 59, 1702–1716] has been further developed and implemented in an efﬁcient numerical algo-
rithm. The method provides accurate evaluation of local ﬁelds and effective stiffness tensor with the
interaction effects fully taken into account. The displacement vector within the matrix domain is found
as a superposition of the vector periodic solutions of Lamé equation. By using local expansion of the total
displacement and stress ﬁelds in terms of vector spherical harmonics associated with each particle, the
interface conditions are fulﬁlled precisely. Analytical averaging of the local strain and stress ﬁelds in
matrix domain yields an exact, closed form formula (in terms of expansion coefﬁcients) for the effective
elastic stiffness tensor of nanocomposite. Numerical results demonstrate that elastic stiffness and, espe-
cially, brittle strength of nanoheterogeneous materials can be substantially improved by an appropriate
surface modiﬁcation.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Properties of interfaces may have signiﬁcant effects on both
elastic ﬁelds and effective moduli of composite materials. In partic-
ular, a distinctive feature of nanostructuredmaterials is experimen-
tally observed (e.g. Miller and Shenoy, 2000, 2002) dependence of
properties on some nano scale length parameter, e.g., interface
curvature. This dependence is increasing with the increase in the
interface area to volume ratio and, for sufﬁciently high value of this
ratio, the interface contribution to local stress ﬁeld and macro-
scopic response can be substantial.
The model of elastic surfaces most often employed in recent
publications on nanocomposites has been developed by Gurtin
andMurdoch (1975, 1978). This model introduces size-dependence
of the surface-related stress, which is an important characteristic of
nanocomposites. Speciﬁcally, the traction jump across the interface
is directly proportional to the residual surface stress and surface
elastic properties and inversely proportional to the local radius of
curvature. The interface stress jump appears to be extremely small
at macro scale (and, therefore, ignored in classical mechanics) but
becomes signiﬁcant at nano scale, typically when the radius ofll rights reserved.curvature/inhomogeneity is below 100 nm. Based on Gurtin and
Murdoch’s theory, several authors modiﬁed the known microme-
chanical models by incorporating the surface elasticity feature to
include some surface effects in expressions for the effective elastic
moduli of nanocomposites. The approximate approaches used to
evaluate effective elastic moduli of particulate composite with
Gurtin–Murdoch (GM) interface involve the ’’dilute’’, or non-
interacting, model (Yang, 2004) and various self-consistent
schemes (see Duan et al., 2005, 2007; Chen et al., 2007; Quang
et al., 2007, among others). The variational bounds on the bulk
modulus of a nanocomposite with spherical inhomogeneities and
interface effects have been obtained by Brisard et al. (2010). A com-
mon feature of those publications is the use of ’’single inhomogene-
ity in an unbounded solid’’ model, so these results are justiﬁed only
for composites with low content of dispersed phase particles. As to
local stress ﬁelds studies, only a few partial solutions (involving
either incomplete set of surface parameters or particular loading
conditions) for a single inhomogeneity model are available (e.g.,
Cahn and Larché, 1982; Sharma and Ganti, 2004; He and Li, 2006).
Recently, Kushch et al. (2011) have developed the multipole
expansion based approach and obtained a complete solution of
the elasticity problem for an inﬁnite space containing multiple
interacting spherical inhomogeneities with GM interface regarded
as the micromechanical, ﬁnite cluster model (FCM) model of
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complete sets of vector spherical harmonics and vector solutions of
the Lamé equation. The approach yields analytical solution and,
thus, constitutes an efﬁcient tool for studying the problems of this
kind. The developed model is advantageous in that it adequately
takes into account interactions between the nanoinhomogeneities
affecting the local stress and macroscopic behavior of nanocom-
posite. The analogous FCM model was developed in Mogilevskaya
et al. (2008) and used in Mogilevskaya et al. (2010) to study the ef-
fects of surface elasticity and surface tension on the overall trans-
verse elastic behavior of unidirectional ﬁber-reinforced
nanocomposites.
In this paper, the approach by Kushch et al. (2011) is further
developed and extended to the representative unit cell model
(RUC) of nanocomposite. To obtain a complete solution of the mod-
el problem, the theory of periodic multipoles has been upgraded.
The displacement vector with the matrix domain is written as a
superposition of vector periodic solutions of Lamé equation. By
using local expansions of the total displacement and stress ﬁelds
in terms of vector spherical harmonics associated with each parti-
cle, the GM interface conditions are fulﬁlled precisely. As a result,
the periodic boundary-value problem reduces to an inﬁnite system
of linear algebraic equations, which then is truncated and solved
numerically. Analytical integration of the local strain and stress
ﬁelds yields the exact, closed form formulae for the effective stiff-
ness tensor of composite in terms of the expansion coefﬁcients.
Numerical study is performed to illustrate an effect of the surface
stress and interactions between the nanoinhomogeneities on stress
concentrations and effective elastic moduli. The relevant theoreti-
cal background is provided in Appendix A.2. Problem statement
The approach adopted here consists in modeling an actual mi-
cro geometry of composite by the equivalent, in some sense, spa-
tially periodic medium whose unit cell contains several
inhomogeneities. This model is known in the literature as general-
ized periodic, quasi-random or representative unit cell (RUC) mod-
el. It is advantageous in that allows to simulate an actual, either
periodic or disordered, micro structure of composite and, at the
same time, accurately takes the interactions of inhomogeneities
over entire composite space into account. These features make
the unit cell approach appropriate for studying the local ﬁelds
and effective properties of high-ﬁlled and strongly heterogeneous
composites where arrangement of inhomogeneities and interac-
tions between them substantially affect overall material behavior.Fig. 1. RUC geomertry (2D sketch) in the form oFor discussion on the advantages of this type models and determi-
nation of their size for random composites, see Kanit et al. (2003).
Rayleigh (1892) was ﬁrst who considered ‘‘a medium interrupted
by spherical obstacles arranged in rectangular order’’ and evalu-
ated its effective conductivity. The complete analytical solutions
have been obtained for simple cubic (SC) arrays of identical
spheres (Zuzovski and Brenner, 1977; McPhedran and McKenzie,
1978; Sangani and Acrivos, 1983, among others) as well for the
RUC type models (e.g. Kushch and Artemenko, 1983; Sangani and
Yao, 1988; Bonnecaze and Brady, 1991; Zinchenko, 1994). The
effective elastic moduli of periodic composite with SC array of
inhomogeneities have been obtained by Kushch (1987) and
Sangani and Lu (1987), for the RUC geometry by Kushch (1997)
and Sangani and Mo (1997). Here, we apply this approach to nano-
composites with the GM interface.2.1. RUC model geometry
The RUC model is essentially the considered by Kushch et al.
(2011) FCM model, periodically replicated in three orthogonal
directions with the period a, without overlapping of any two inho-
mogeneities. Alternatively, the RUC geomertry can be viewed as an
unbounded solid containing a ﬁnite number N of periodic, equally
oriented SC arrays of inhomogeneities. For the geometry given, any
arbitrarily placed and oriented along the principal lattice axes cube
with the side length a can be regarded as the RUC, see Fig. 1a.
Equally, one can deﬁne the RUC as a cuboid with curved opposite
faces shown in Fig. 1b. We assume, with no loss in generality, that
the unit cell boundary S0 entirely belongs to the matrix. In fact, the
model problem is formulated and solved for an inﬁnite composite
medium rather than for the unit cell being simply a means for
introducing the model geometry and averaging the strain and
stress ﬁelds. Due to induced by geometry periodicity of strain
and stress ﬁelds, the RUC serves as a representative volume ele-
ment of composite.
The geometry of the cell is deﬁned by the length a of its side and
the positions Xq ¼ Xiqii ðq ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NÞ of the centers of N inhomo-
geneities, with ii being the unit axis vectors of the global Cartesian
coordinate system Ox1x2x3. Number N can be taken as large as nec-
essary to simulate arrangement of disperse phase and thus provide
statistically meaningful results for a disordered composite. Both
the matrix and the inhomogeneities are isotropic, linearly elastic
solids. We assume that the inhomogeneities are identical, of radius
R and made of a material with the shear modulus l1 and the Pois-
son’s ratio m1. The elastic moduli of matrix are l0 and m0, respec-
tively. The volume content of inhomogeneities is c ¼ N 43pR3=V ,f (a) cube and (b) cuboid with curved faces.
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matrix phase within the RUC and Vp ¼ 43pR3 being a volume of
pth inhomogeneity. In what follows, the parameter Xpq ¼ Xq  Xp
is the vector connecting the centers of the nearest inhomogeneities
of the pth and the qth SC arrays. This deﬁnition is known in the lit-
erature as the ‘‘minimum image convention’’ (Allen and Tildesley,
1987).
2.2. Basic equations for the RUC problem
The displacement vector u (u ¼ uð0Þ in the matrix, u ¼ uðpÞ in-
side the pth inhomogeneity) obeys the Lamé equation
2ð1 mÞ
1 2m rðr  uÞ  rr u ¼ 0: ð1Þ
The small strain and stress tensors e and r are expressed in terms of
the displacement vector as
e ¼ ½ruþ ðruÞT =2; r ¼ 2leþ ktr eð ÞI; ð2Þ
where I is the unit second rank tensor.
The macroscopically uniform stress ﬁeld in the composite bulk
is assumed. This implies constancy of the macroscopic strain eh i
and stress rh i tensors deﬁned as
eh i ¼ 1
2V
Z
S0
n uþ u nð ÞdS ð3Þ
and
rh i ¼ 1
V
Z
S0
r r  nð ÞdS; ð4Þ
respectively. Eqs. (3) and (4) involve only the observable quantities,
i.e. traction forces and displacements at the surface S0. In contrast to
the volume averaging-based deﬁnition of macroscopic stress, Eq. (4)
holds true for the composites with imperfect interfaces (e.g.
Benveniste and Miloh, 2001).
Either eh i or rh i can be taken as a governing parameter of the
problem. The use of the macroscopic strain as an input parameter
is convenient for evaluation of the effective stiffness tensor
whereas the macro stress must be prescribed for local stress con-
centration factors study. Periodicity of the material structure re-
sults in quasi-periodicity of the displacement ﬁeld and
periodicity of the corresponding strain and stress ﬁelds:
u rþ aiið Þ ¼ u rð Þ þ aE  ii;
e rþ aiið Þ ¼ e rð Þ; r rþ aiið Þ ¼ r rð Þ:
ð5Þ
In Eq. (5), E is the constant macroscopic strain tensor (e.g., Sangani
and Lu, 1987).
2.3. Gurtin–Murdoch interface
On the spherical interfaces Sq : rq ¼ R, the following conditions
are assumed:
uð0ÞðxqÞ  uðqÞðxqÞ
 
rq¼R ¼ 0;
Trðuð0ÞðxqÞÞ  TrðuðqÞðxqÞÞ
 
rq¼R ¼ rR  rR;
q ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N;
ð6Þ
where xq ¼ x Xq is the position vector in the local coordinate sys-
tem rq; hq;uq
 
of qth inhomogeneity. These conditions are pro-
vided by Gurtin and Murdoch (1975) theory of elastic material
surface. The ﬁrst condition in Eq. (6) expresses continuity of the dis-
placement vector across the interface. The termrR  rR R;rs;ls; ks
 
in the right hand side of the second condition in Eq. (6) denotes sur-
face divergence of the surface stress tensorrR ¼ rsIl þ ðks þ rsÞ trðeRÞIl þ 2ðls  rsÞeR þ rsrRu: ð7Þ
In Eq. (7), Il is the unit tangent tensor, rs is the surface tension, ls
and ks are the surface elastic constants, trðeRÞ is a trace of the sur-
face strain tensor eR andrRu is the surface gradient of the displace-
ment ﬁeld. The ﬁrst three terms in Eq. (7) constitute a tensor
tangent to the surface, while the last term includes a component
normal to it. Presence of the normal component in the last term
of Eq. (7) is due to (a) existence of the normal component of the dis-
placement vector u and (b) curvature of interface.
3. Analytical solution
The analytical method we apply to solve the stated boundary
value problem for the RUC model closely resembles the multipole
expansion technique developed by Kushch et al. (2011) for the FCM
model of nanocomposite. In fact, the only principal novelty of this
method consists in that the vector Lamé functions UðiÞts of Eq. (A.30)
entering the solution of the FCM-based problem are replaced with
their periodic counterparts, bUðiÞts .
3.1. Superposition sum
The periodicity conditions of Eq. (5) are readily fulﬁlled by tak-
ing the displacement vector in the form u xð Þ ¼ E  xþ udis xð Þ,
where udis is the periodic disturbance displacement ﬁeld. In the
matrix domain, udis is sought as a superposition sum of the distur-
bances uðpÞdis caused by the pth SC array of inhomogeneities:
uð0ÞðxÞ ¼ E  xþ
XN
p¼1
uðpÞdisðxpÞ: ð8Þ
In turn, uðpÞdis is expressed in terms of the periodic Lamé solutions
bUðiÞts
deﬁned in Appendix A as
uðpÞdisðxpÞ ¼
X
i;t;s
aðiÞðpÞts bUðiÞts ðxpÞ: ð9Þ
Here and below, the short notation
P
i;t;s ¼
P3
i¼1
P1
t¼0
Pt
s¼t is used.
The expansion coefﬁcients aðiÞðpÞts are the complex constants to be
found from the interface conditions of Eq. (6). The displacement
uðqÞ inside qth inhomogeneity is represented by the series
uðqÞðxqÞ ¼
X
i;t;s
dðiÞðqÞts u
ðiÞ
ts ðxqÞ; ð10Þ
where dðiÞðqÞts are the unknown complex constants.
Obtaining an inﬁnite set of linear algebraic equations for the
coefﬁcients aðiÞðqÞts and d
ðiÞðqÞ
ts involves: (a) local expansion of u
ð0Þ in
qth spherical coordinate basis, (b) substitution of the transformed
uð0Þ, together with uðqÞ, into the interface conditions of Eq. (6) and
(c) decomposition of the functional equalities over a set of vector
spherical harmonics SðiÞts . The obtained inﬁnite linear system is then
appropriately truncated and solved by means of standard com-
puter algebra. Below, the main steps of solution procedure are out-
lined: for more details, see Kushch et al. (2011).
3.2. Local expansion
In order to fulﬁl the conditions of Eq. (6) at the qth interface, we
need uð0Þ and uðqÞ expressions in local spherical variables
rq; hq;uq
 
. Note that the displacement uðqÞ is already written in
the local coordinate system of qth inhomogeneity whereas uð0Þ
needs to be transformed.
In the qth local coordinate system, the linear displacement ﬁeld
is presented as
E  x ¼ E  ðxq þ XqÞ ¼ E  xq þ Uq; ð11Þ
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motion and does not alter the stress ﬁeld. Local series expansion
of the ﬁrst term is given by
E  xq ¼
X
j;t;s
cðjÞts u
ðjÞ
ts ðxqÞ; ð12Þ
where explicit analytical expressions of the expansion coefﬁcients
are
cð3Þ00 ¼
ðE11 þ E22 þ E33Þ
3c0ðm0Þ
; cð1Þ20 ¼
ð2E33  E11  E22Þ
3
;
cð1Þ21 ¼ E13  iE23; cð1Þ22 ¼ E11  E22  2iE12;
ð13Þ
cðiÞ2;s ¼ ð1ÞscðiÞ2s and all other cðiÞts ¼ 0. The function ctðmÞ in Eq. (13)
is deﬁned by Eq. (A.30) of Appendix, from where 3c0ðm0Þ ¼
2ð1 2m0Þ.
The superposition sum udis contains the terms written in vari-
ables of the local coordinate systems. Therefore, before fulﬁlling
the interface conditions of Eq. (6), we need to represent all the
parts of Eq. (9) in local variables of qth inhomogeneity. For this
purpose, we apply the re-expansion formula of Eq. (A.37). After
appropriate change of summation order, one obtains
udisðxqÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
uðpÞdisðxq þ XpqÞ ¼
XN
p¼1
X
i;t;s
aðiÞðpÞts bUðiÞts ðxq þ XpqÞ
¼
X
i;t;s
aðiÞðqÞts U
ðiÞ
ts ðxqÞ þ bðiÞðqÞts uðiÞts ðxqÞ
h i
; ð14Þ
where
bðiÞðqÞts ¼
XN
p¼1
X
j;k;l
aðjÞðpÞkl bgðjÞðiÞktls ðXpqÞ: ð15Þ
Here, we have bgðiÞðjÞtksl  0 for j > i taken into account. In the matrix
form,
bðqÞts ¼
XN
p¼1
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
bgktlsðXpqÞ T  aðpÞkl ; ð16Þ
where aðpÞkl ¼ aðiÞðpÞkl
n oT
, bðqÞts ¼ bðiÞðqÞts
n oT
and bgtksl ¼ bgðiÞðjÞtksln o. The com-
ponents of the bgtksl matrix are deﬁned in Appendix A. The regular
part of Eq. (14) is essentially the disturbance ﬁeld induced by all
other inhomogeneities surrounding the selected one. It follows from
Eqs. (A.38) and (A.39) that the expansion coefﬁcients bgðiÞðjÞtksl ! gðiÞðjÞtksl
with a!1 and so in the limiting case of inﬁnitelty dilute compos-
ite ðc ¼ 0Þ we expectedly get the solution for a ﬁnite array of inclu-
sions (Kushch et al., 2011).
3.3. Algebraic set of equations
With Eqs. (12) and (14) speciﬁed, the problem is effectively re-
duced to that considered by Kushch et al., 2011. Therefore, we skip
all the subsequent intermediate steps and present the ﬁnal block-
matrix form of the resulting linear system
ðt  sÞ!ðt þ sÞ! RMtð Þ1  RGt  aðqÞts
þ
XN
p¼1
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
bgktlsðXpqÞ T  aðpÞkl ¼ cðqÞts ; ð17Þ
where cts ¼ cðiÞts
n oT
. The (3 3) matrices RMt and RGt are the func-
tions of R; ~l ¼ l1=l0; m0; m1, ks; ls and rs. Eqs. (17) constitute an
inﬁnite set of linear algebraic equations and can be solved approx-
imately by truncating the inﬁnite series. The inhomogeneity-related
coefﬁcients are found as
dðqÞts ¼ ðt  sÞ!ðt þ sÞ! QMtð Þ1  QGt  aðqÞts ; ð18Þwhere dts ¼ dðiÞts
n oT
; the matrices RMt; RGt; QMt and QGt are de-
ﬁned in Kushch et al. (2011).
4. Effective stiffness tensor
The fourth rank effective elastic stiffness tensor C ¼ Cijkl
n o
is
deﬁned by
rh i ¼ C : eh i: ð19Þ
In order to evaluate Cijkl for a given geometry of the RUC, one must
conduct a series of numerical tests with different macroscopic
strains and evaluate the macroscopic stress tensor. Speciﬁcally,
Cijkl ¼ rij
 	
for eh i ¼ 12 ik  il þ il  ikð Þ. For this purpose, we need
the explicit expressions of macroscopic strain and stress corre-
sponding to our displacement solution. Note also, that the residual
(strain-free) stress must be excluded from consideration for the
effective moduli evaluation purpose. Other words, we should con-
sider Eq. (19) for macro strain and stress increments.
4.1. Macroscopic strain and stress
Evaluation of the macroscopic strain tensor, eh i is elementary.
Recall ﬁrst that we consider the RUC with S0 2 V0, so u ¼ uð0Þ in
Eq. (3). Next, we observe that for the periodic part of uð0Þ in the
boundary points belonging to the opposite cell faces we have
udis xbð Þ ¼ udis xb þ aij
 
, whereas the normal unit vector changes
the sign: n xbð Þ ¼ n xb þ aij
 
. Hence, the integrals of udis over
the opposite faces cancel each other and the total integral over S0
equals to zero. Integration of the linear part of uð0Þ is elementary:
the divergence theorem
1
2V
Z
S0
n E  xð Þ þ E  xð Þ  nð ÞdS
¼ 1
2V
Z
V
r E  xð Þ þ r E  xð ÞT
h i
dV ð20Þ
provides the expected eh i ¼ E.
The Betti’s reciprocal theorem written for the matrix domain V0
of RUC says that the equalityXN
q¼0
Z
Sq
Tnðuð0ÞÞ  u0  Tnðu0Þ  uð0Þ
 
dS ¼ 0 ð21Þ
is valid for any displacement vector u0 satisfying Eq. (1). Following
Kushch and Sevostianov (2004), we take it in the form u0ij ¼ iixj. It is
straightforward to show that in this case Tnðuð0ÞÞ  u0ij ¼ rð0Þil nlxj and
henceZ
S0
Tnðuð0ÞÞ  u0ijdS ¼ V rij
 	
: ð22Þ
On the other hand,
Tnðu0ijÞ  uð0Þ ¼ rklðu0ijÞnluk ¼ Cð0Þijklnluk : ð23Þ
Comparison with Eq. (3) yields
1
V
Z
S0
Tnðu0ijÞ  uð0ÞdS ¼ Cð0Þijkl eklh i: ð24Þ
Thus, we come out with the formula
rij
 	 ¼ Cð0Þijkl eklh i þ 1VXN
q¼1
Z
Sq
Tnðuð0ÞÞ  u0ij  Tnðu0ijÞ  uð0Þ
h i
dS: ð25Þ
consistent with the result of Russel and Acrivos (1972). In tensor
form,
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V
XN
q¼1
Z
Sq
n  ruð0Þ  x uð0Þ  n dS" #: ð26Þ
Evaluation of the surface integrals in Eq. (25) is greatly simpliﬁed by
taking uðiÞts as a trial displacement vector u0. It is seen from Eqs. (12)
and (13) that uð3Þ00 and u
ð1Þ
2s are the linear functions of coordinates.
For example, uð3Þ00 ¼ rc0Sð3Þ00 ¼ c0 u011 þ u022 þ u033
 
, from where
Tnðuð3Þ00 Þ ¼ 3kr uð3Þ00 , with k being the bulk modulus. It follows from
Eq. (25) that
riih i ¼ Cð0Þiikk ekkh i þ
1
V
XN
q¼1
Z
Sq
Tnðuð0ÞÞ  3k0r u
ð0Þ

 
 u
ð3Þ
00
c0
dS: ð27Þ
The local expansion of uð0Þ is given by Eqs. (12) and (14); the corre-
sponding expansion of Tn uð0Þ
 
is
Tn uð0ÞðxqÞ
  ¼X
i;t;s
aðiÞðqÞts Tn U
ðiÞ
ts ðxqÞ
 
þ bðiÞðqÞts þ cðiÞts
 
Tn u
ðiÞ
ts ðxqÞ
 n o
:
ð28Þ
For the explicit expressions of TnðUðiÞts Þ and TnðuðiÞts Þ in terms of vector
spherical harmonics SðiÞts , see Kushch et al., 2011. Orthogonality of
these harmonics allows us to conclude that the only function giving
non-zero contribution to the integral in Eq. (27) is Uð1Þ00 ¼  2r2 S
ð3Þ
00 , for
which Tn U
ð1Þ
00
 
¼  4lr Uð1Þ00 ¼ 8lr3 S
ð3Þ
00 . Therefore, we obtainZ
Sq
Tnðuð0ÞÞ  3k0r u
ð0Þ

 
 u
ð3Þ
00
c0
dS
¼ að1ÞðqÞ00
2
R2
4l0 þ 3k0
  Z
Sq
Sð3Þ00  Sð3Þ00
 
dS
¼ 8p 4l0 þ 3k0
 
að1ÞðqÞ00 : ð29Þ
By using, in the same way, the simple shear mode functions
uð1Þ20 ¼ u033  ðu011 þ u022Þ=2;
uð1Þ21 ¼ u013 þ u031
 
=2þ iðu023 þ u032Þ=2;
uð1Þ22 ¼ u011  u022
 
=4þ i u012 þ u021
 
=4
ð30Þ
for whom Trðuð1Þ2s Þ ¼ 2lr uð1Þ2s , we arrive to the ﬁnite exact formulas
S11 þ S22 þ S33 ¼ 1þ m0ð Þ1 2m0ð Þ ðE11 þ E22 þ E33Þ
þ 12p
a3
1 m0ð Þ
1 2m0ð Þ
XN
q¼1
að1ÞðqÞ00 ; 2S33  S11  S22
¼ 2E33  E11  E22  16pa3 1 m0ð Þ
XN
q¼1
að3ÞðqÞ20 ;
S11  S22  2iS12 ¼ E11  E22  2iE12
 32p
a3
1 m0ð Þ
XN
q¼1
að3ÞðqÞ22 ; S13  iS23 ¼ E13
 iE23  8pa3 1 m0ð Þ
XN
q¼1
að3ÞðqÞ21 ; ð31Þ
where Sij ¼ rij
 	
=2l0. The coefﬁcients a
ðiÞðqÞ
ts are linearly proportional
to E. The rij
 	
are uniquely determined from Eqs. (17) and (31) for
given Ekl and, thus, these equations together with Eq. (19) are sufﬁ-
cient for the evaluation of the effective stiffness tensor, C. Eqs. (31)
involve only the expansion coefﬁcients aðiÞðqÞi1;s regarded as the vector
dipole moments.
4.2. Approximate solution for bulk modulus
It is instructive to show the relation between the obtained com-
plete solution and the approximate solutions for effective moduliavailable in literature. Let us consider the simplest, zeroth order
approximation of the solution for N ¼ 1, given by t ¼ 0 in Eqs.
(12) and (14). In this case, the linear system of Eq. (17) reduces
to the single equation
4l0=3k0 þ w0
R3ð1 w0Þ
að1Þ00 þ c0ðm0Þ bð3Þ00 þ cð3Þ00
 
¼ rs
3k0Rð1 w0Þ
; ð32Þ
where 3k0w0 ¼ 3k1 þ ð4ks þ 4ls þ 2rsÞ=R. Eq. (32) is analogous to
Eq. (40) of Kushch et al., 2011 but involves the additional term
bð3Þ00 ¼ að1Þ00 bgð1Þð3Þ0000 representing dipole contribution of all periodic
images of the single inhomogeneity. In view of c0ðm0Þcð3Þ00 ¼ Ekk=3
resulting from Eq. (13) and c0ðm0Þbð3Þ00 ¼ cað1Þ00 =R3 resulting from Eqs.
(15) and (A.39), we get
4l0=3k0 þ w0
ð1 w0Þ
þ c

 
að1Þ00
R3
¼ rs
3k0Rð1 w0Þ
 Ekk
3
: ð33Þ
Here, c ¼ 43pR3=a3. The ﬁrst equation in Eq. (31) can be rewritten as
r0h i
k0
¼ Ekk þ 3c 1þ 4l03k0
 
að1Þ00
R3
; ð34Þ
and together with Eq. (33) it provides the approximate, closed form
expression for the average bulk stress. In particular, by prescribing
dilatation Ekk ¼ 0, we get the mean pressure r0h i in constrained
composite due to surface tension rs; by prescribing r0h i ¼ 0, we
ﬁnd unconstrained dilatation of composite.
It was already mentioned that the residual stress must be ex-
cluded from the consideration for evaluation of the effective stiff-
ness. In our case, keff ¼ r0h iEkk¼1  r0h ijEkk¼0 is equivalent to
omitting the ﬁrst term in the right hand side of Eq. (33). Its combi-
nation with Eq. (34) yields the formula
keff
k0
¼ r0h i
k0
Ekk ¼ 1 ¼ 1 c 1þ 4l0=3k0
 ð1 w0Þ
4l0=3k0 þ w0 þ cð1 w0Þ
ð35Þ
consistent with that derived earlier (Duan et al., 2005; Chen et al.,
2007) by means of self-consistent scheme. Thus, the self-consistent,
neutral composite sphere and other single-inhomogeneity based
models correspond to zeroth harmonic in our series solution. Note-
worthy, Eq. (35) involves also the surface tension rs absent in the
above mentioned approximate solutions.
4.3. Average stress as a governing parameter
For the study of the local stress concentration factors, the mac-
roscopic stress must be taken as input parameter. This is readily
achieved by inverting Eq. (31) and substituting the obtained
expressions of Eij in Eq. (17). It gives us the load governing param-
eters in the form
cð3Þ00 ¼ 
S11 þ S22 þ S33ð Þ
2 1þ m0ð Þ ; c
ð1Þ
20 ¼
2S33  S11  S22
3
;
cð1Þ21 ¼ S13  iS23; cð1Þ22 ¼ S11  S22  2iS12: ð36Þ
Also, a few elements of the matrix bgktls acquire the extra terms,
namely,
bgð1Þð3Þ0000 ¼    þ 6pa3 1 m0ð Þð1 2m0Þ 1þ m0ð Þ ;bgð3Þð1Þ2020 ¼    þ 16p3a3 1 m0ð Þbgð3Þð1Þ2020 ¼    þ 8pa3 1 m0ð Þ;bgð3Þð1Þ2020 ¼    þ 32pa3 1 m0ð Þ: ð37Þ
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The developed theoretical solution involves the inﬁnite series
and leads to an inﬁnite system of linear algebraic equations. In
practical computations, a ﬁnite number of terms with t 6 tmax is re-
tained in the series expansions. An accuracy of solution is deter-
mined entirely by the size Neqn of the truncated linear system
(Golovchan et al., 1993) and, hence, the numerical solution is re-
garded as an asymptotically exact.
Numerical algorithm of the developed method is simple. The
matrix coefﬁcients of the linear system are given by the rational
functions and, unlike FEM or BEM, involve no integration. Instead,
they contain the absolutely convergent inﬁnite sums which, for a
given conﬁguration, can be evaluated in advance. In fact, the most
computational time is spent by the linear solver and, to provide the
best performance, an appropriate solver must be used. CPU time
for the direct and iterative solvers scales as OðN3eqnÞ and OðN2eqnÞ,
respectively, so for the small-size linear system the direct Gauss
type solver would be a good choice. However, starting already from
a few hundred equations in the truncated linear system, an itera-
tive solver is preferable, if not the only option. In our numerical
study, the generalized minimum residuals (GMRES) algorithm by
Saad and Schultz (1986) with standard block-Jacobi preconditioner
was used.
Computational efﬁciency of the numerical code can be further
improved, if necessary. First, the matrix formation effort is reduced
by factor two by taking the property aðiÞðpÞt;s ¼ ð1ÞsaðiÞðpÞts (Kushch
et al., 2011) into account. Second, the convergence rate of iterative
solver can be substantially accelerated by taking an appropriate
initial guess and preconditioning. Next, development of the paral-
lel version of the code for multiprocessor platform is straightfor-
ward. For application of the fast multipole technique in the case
of large microstructures, see (Sangani and Mo, 1997). Practical
computations have been performed for tmax ¼ 25, or as many as
1053 complex variables per inclusion in the case of SC array of
inhomogeneities (N ¼ 1) and tmax ¼ 15, or 408 complex variables
per inclusion in the case of N ¼ 30 inhomogeneities arranged ran-
domly in the RUC. The convergence study performed elsewhere
(e.g. Kushch, 1997, 2011) shows that such tmax values provide eval-
uation of the effective properties of composite with relative error
less than 1%.
The model problem we consider involves a number of parame-
ters: other than the average strain (or stress) tensor and matrix
properties, each inhomogeneity adds four geometric parameters
(radius and position), two bulk and three surface elasticity param-
eters. A comprehensive parametric analysis of this model requires
signiﬁcant effort and not aimed in this paper. We restrict our
numerical study to a few typical examples illustrating the way
and extent to which the GM interface affects the local stress ﬁelds
and the effective elastic stiffness of nanocomposite. To minimize a
number of involved parameters, we consider (if not speciﬁed
otherwise) the simplest geometry model with N ¼ 1 i.e., periodic
composite with SC array of inhomogeneities. Also, we keep all
the bulk moduli (with the exception of ~l ¼ l1=l0) ﬁxed: speciﬁ-
cally, we assume that m0 ¼ m1 ¼ 0:3. In order to estimate individual
contribution of the surface parameters to the local stress ﬁelds and
the effective stiffness of nanocomposite, we will prescribe consec-
utively a certain value to one of these parameters and zero to the
rest of them.Fig. 2. Effect of surface tension ~rs on r33 and rhh stress distribution along the
surface of a spherical pore: 1 – c ¼ 0; 2 – c ¼ 0:25; 3 – c ¼ 0:40; 4 – c ¼ 0:50.5.1. Local stress ﬁelds
Following Kushch et al. (2011), we introduce the ‘‘size-
dependent’’ surface constants as ~rs ¼ rs=R; ~ks ¼ ks=R and
~ls ¼ ls=R. By so doing, we effectively eliminate the radius ofnanoinhomogeneity from consideration. Dimensionality of the
newly introduced parameters [N/m2] makes them comparable
with the bulk moduli and thus facilitates the stress analysis. The
following example shows magnitude of these parameters. Let
R = 5 nm = 5  109 m, then for the reported by Gurtin and
Murdoch (1978) rs ¼ 1:7 N=m we get ~rs 	 0:005l0; for
ls ¼ 6:22 N=m (Miller and Shenoy, 2000), ~ls 	 0:04l0. Keeping in
mind that applicability of the continuum hypothesis may be ques-
tionable on the single nanometers length scale, we conclude that
~ks; ~ls; ~rs 
 l0 for the nano particles of practical range size. At
the same time, these values are of the same order of magnitude
as tensile strength of most engineering materials. A simple scaling
analysis discovers that the surface stiffness parameters ~ks and ~ls
considerably affect the stress ﬁeld only if they are comparable in
magnitude with the bulk moduli. On the contrary, the surface ten-
sion ~rs contributes to the stress ﬁeld in the same way as applied
load and hence may substantially alter the strength limit of nano-
structured material.
First, we compute stress distribution along the matrix side of
spherical interface r ¼ R with ks ¼ ls ¼ 0. In absence of externally
applied force, rh i ¼ 0 and the residual stress ﬁeld is entirely due
and directly proportional to the surface tension, rs. Fig. 2 shows
the normalized Cartesian stress r33=rs and the hoop stress rhh=rs
distributions along the meridian line of the pore surface
(0 6 h 6 p=2; u ¼ 0) of nanoporous solid (l1 ¼ 0). Four values of
c taken for this study are 0, 0.25, 0.40 and 0.50; the last value being
close to the dense packing cmax ¼ p=6 for SC geometry. As ex-
pected, rhh ¼ rs for c ¼ 0 corresponding to a single pore in un-
bounded solid. For c > 0, our computations predict stress
concentration in the areas between the adjacent pores (h ¼ 0 and
h ¼ p=2) that several times exceeds the value observed for a single
pore. The analogous data for the polycrystalline (l1 ¼ l0) solid and
stiff particle (l1 ¼ 10l0) nanocomposite are plotted in Figs. 3 and
4, respectively. For these materials, an effect of surface tension is
less pronounced and stress concentration (for the same values of
c and rs) is much below of that for a porous solid. It is not surpris-
ing because the elastic inhomogeneities greatly reduce volume
contraction and associated with it stress re-distribution/concentra-
tion in the matrix domain due to the surface tension.
The local stress ﬁeld caused by applied far-ﬁeld load is highly
non-uniform as well. The plots 1–4 in Fig. 5 show rhh stress distri-
bution along the surface of a spherical pore caused by the uniaxial
tension r33h i ¼ p in macroporous solid (rs ¼ ks ¼ ls ¼ 0). For c ¼ 0
(single macro pore), the stress concentration factor (SCF) deﬁned as
maxrhh=p equals 2.045 for h ¼ p=2. As seen from the Fig. 5, SCF
Fig. 3. Effect of surface tension ~rs on r33 and rhh stress distribution along the
spherical interface in polycrystalline (l1 ¼ l0) solid: 1 – c ¼ 0; 2 – c ¼ 0:25; 3 –
c ¼ 0:40; 4 – c ¼ 0:50.
Fig. 4. Effect of surface tension ~rs on r33 and rhh stress distribution along the
spherical interface in composite with l1 ¼ 10l0: 1 – c ¼ 0; 2 – c ¼ 0:25; 3 –
c ¼ 0:40; 4 –c ¼ 0:50.
Fig. 5. Stress rhh distribution along the macro pore surface in porous solid: 1 –
c ¼ 0; 2 – c ¼ 0:25; 3 – c ¼ 0:40; 4 – c ¼ 0:50.
Fig. 6. r33 and rhh stress distribution along the surface of nano pore: an effect of
simultaneous action of surface tension ~rs and far-ﬁeld uniaxial tension r33h i ¼ p: 1
– p ¼ 0; 2 – p ¼ ~rs; 3 – p ¼ 2~rs .
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c ¼ 0:25;4:03 for c ¼ 0:40 and 9.25 for c ¼ 0:50.
FCMmodel of nanocomposite (Kushch et al., 2011) predicts that
the surface tension can substantially reduce the stress concentra-
tion caused by the far-ﬁeld load. This observation is supported
by the data in Fig. 6 that illustrate the effect of simultaneous action
of surface tension and uniaxial tensile load in nanoporous solid
with c ¼ 0:40. It appears that the SCFs in this case are much lower
than those plotted in Fig. 5. For example, for nanoporous iron with
rs ¼ 1:7 N=m (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1978) and R = 5 nm, we get
~rs ¼ 340 MPa. It means that for the tensile load p ¼ 340 MPa
(Fig. 6, curve 2) the hoop stress at the surface of a nano pore is still
compressive. In the case rs ¼ 0 (curve 3 in Fig. 5) the same far-ﬁeld
load results in the maximum value maxrhh ¼ 4:03p ¼ 1:4 GPa that
exceeds the strength limit of solid iron. This example clearly dem-
onstrates the strengthening effect of surface tension in nanoporous
solid.
It has already been noted that an effect of surface stiffness on
the stress ﬁeld in a vicinity of a nano pore is less signiﬁcant. The
data in Fig. 7 are analogous to those in Fig. 6, but obtained for
the cases rs ¼ ks ¼ 0 and ~ls ¼ 0 (curve 1), ~ls ¼ 0:05l0 (curve 2)
and ~ls ¼ 0:1l0 (curve 3). The model predicts moderate reductionof SCF from the reported above value 4:03 for macro pore
(~ls ¼ 0) to 2:70 for ~ls ¼ 0:1l0 and, hence, strengthening of nano-
porous solid.
The above analysis was performed for the simple periodic struc-
ture, but we believe that the observed trends hold true for disor-
dered nanocomposites as well. This hypothesis can be veriﬁed by
conducting analogous numerical tests for the RUC with random
packing of inhomogeneities. However, this task is far more chal-
lenging than that performed above, and computational effort is
only a part of the problem. Obtaining the statistically meaningful
results for SCF in quasi-random structures requires a series of
numerical tests, with adequate statistical post-processing (Kushch
et al., 2008; Kushch et al., 2009). This effort is, nevertheless,
rewarding because the established in this way empirical statistics
of local peak stress constitute a reliable basis of the micromechan-
ical theory of nanocomposite’s strength.
5.2. Effective stiffness
In this part we consider two microstructures, namely (a) SC ar-
ray (N ¼ 1) and (b) quasi-random (QR) array with N inhomogene-
ities arranged randomly in the RUC. The ﬁrst composite is known
Fig. 7. r33 and rhh stress distribution along the surface of nano pore: an effect of
simultaneous action of surface stiffness ~ls and far-ﬁeld uniaxial tension r33h i ¼ p: 1
– ~ls ¼ 0; 2 – ~ls ¼ 0:05l0; 3 – ~ls ¼ 0:1l0.
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characterized by three independent elastic constants. The second
material is macroscopically isotropic provided that N was taken
sufﬁciently large. In our numerical study, N ¼ 30. To get statisti-
cally reliable values of effective moduli, the simulation results
were averaged over 30 realizations of QR structure, which provided
standard error of the mean below 1%.
First, we make comparison with the numerical results on the
effective stiffness of composite solids with the GM interface that
are available in the literature. For this purpose, we consider two
sets of surface moduli taken from the paper by Miller and Shenoy
(2000), namely, ks ¼ 3:489 N=m, ls ¼ 6:218 N=m and
ks ¼ 6:842 N=m, ls ¼ 0:3755 N=m. In Sharma and Ganti (2004),
Duan et al. (2005), Chen et al. (2007), among others, these sets
are referred as cases A and B, respectively. In Fig. 8, the parameter
k ¼ keff ðc; ks;lsÞ=keff ðc;0;0Þ being the ratio of effective bulk modu-
lus of nano- and macroporous solid with equal porosity, is plotted.
The obtained from Eqs. (19) and (31) keff ¼ Ciijj=9 as a function of c
is shown by the solid and dashed lines for the SC and QR structure,
respectively. The dot-dashed line represents the self-consistent
scheme (Duan et al., 2005, 2007) estimatsion and Eq. (35). All three
plots are in satisfactory agreement up to c ¼ 0:3, deviation be-
comes more signiﬁcant for higher porosities.
Fig. 9 shows the normalized shear modulus l ¼ leff ðc; ks;lsÞ=
leff ðc;0;0Þ for the case A. In case B, where ls is almost 20 timesFig. 8. Normalized effective bulk modulus k ¼ keff ðc; ks;lsÞ=keff ðc;0;0Þ of nanopor-
ous solid as a function of porosity.smaller than that in 11. case A, l is close to unity and is not
shown. The lines 1 and 2 represent leff ¼ C1212 of the SC and QR
structures, respectively; the lines 3 (self-consistent scheme, SCSM)
and 4 (Mori–Tanaka theory, MTM) are taken from the paper by
Duan et al. (2005). In this case, more signiﬁcant discrepancy be-
tween the accurate and approximate solutions is observed. Note
that the shear modulus is more structure-sensitive parameter than
the bulk modulus: recall that we have two shear moduli for SC
geometry. Again, the effect of microstructure becomes signiﬁcant
and must be taken into account for c > 0:3.
Some results of the parametric study for the SC type composite
are collected in Tables 1–4. There, the normalized components
C1133=2l0, C

3333=2l0 and C

1212=2l0 of the effective stiffness tensor
are presented for various volume contents of disperse phase c and
inhomogeneity-to-matrix shear moduli ratio, ~l ¼ l1=l0. These
three components completely determine macroscopic elastic
behavior of periodic composite. In case 1, where the surface effects
are ignored (Table 1), the numerical data are consistent with those
reported by Kushch (1987) and Sangani and Lu (1987), which can
be considered as a validation of the developed theory and its com-
putational implementation. In the next three cases (Tables 2–4),
one of the surface parameters is taken equal to 0:1l0 while keeping
two others equal to zero. Analysis of these data allows to conclude
that an effect of surface parameters on the effective moduli is mod-
erate. It is more signiﬁcant for porous solid and negligibly small for
composite reinforced by stiff nanoparticles. Among the parame-
ters, rs affects the overall elastic moduli to the least extent: differ-
ence between the corresponding data in Tables 1 and 4 is within a
few percents. The maximum variation in the overall stiffness is ob-
served in nanoporous solid (l1 ¼ 0) for c ¼ 0:5 where C1133=2l0 in-
creases from 0.13 to 0.20 due to ks (Table 2) and C

1212=l0 increases
from 0.24 to 0.38 due to ls (Table 3).
The effective bulk modulus of SC and QR nanoporous solids
(c ¼ 0:5) is presented in Fig. 10 as a function of surface parameters.
The analogous data for the effective shear modulus are shown in
Fig. 11.
As seen from the ﬁgures, the tendencies for both geometries are
quite similar. The effect of ks on the bulk modulus (Fig. 10) is
nearly equal to that of ls and two times stronger of that caused
by rs. This ratio is quite predictable as these parameters enter
Eq. (32) additively, as a group ð4ks þ 4ls þ 2rsÞ. As to the effect
of the surface parameters on the shear modulus (Fig. 11), it is po-
sitive for ls, neutral for ks and negative for rs.
It was claimed in Duan et al. (2006) that nanoporous material
can be made stiffer than its non-porous counterpart. Our brief
numerical study does not provide an unambiguous answer to thisFig. 9. Normalised effective shear modulus l ¼ leff ðc; ks;lsÞ=leff ðc;0;0Þ of nano-
porous solid as a function of porosity.
Table 1
Effective stiffness of periodic composite, case 1: rs ¼ ks ¼ ls ¼ 0.
c C1133=2l0 C

3333=2l0 C

1212=l0
~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10
0.1 0.5582 0.75 0.8428 1.3994 1.75 2.0508 0.8121 1.0 1.1729
0.2 0.4132 0.75 0.9404 1.1310 1.75 2.4439 0.6401 1.0 1.3630
0.3 0.3005 0.75 1.0497 0.9090 1.75 2.9644 0.4900 1.0 1.5926
0.4 0.2096 0.75 1.1943 0.7131 1.75 3.6864 0.3602 1.0 1.9065
0.5 0.1306 0.75 1.4744 0.5240 1.75 4.8226 0.2427 1.0 2.4627
Table 2
Effective stiffness of periodic composite, case 2: ~ks ¼ 0:1l0 ; rs ¼ ls ¼ 0.
c C1133=2l0 C

3333=2l0 C

1212=l0
~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10
0.1 0.5882 0.7558 0.8430 1.4342 1.7577 2.0510 0.8180 1.0018 1.1730
0.2 0.4601 0.7617 0.9408 1.1867 1.7654 2.4445 0.6499 1.0037 1.3632
0.3 0.3574 0.7676 1.0504 0.9794 1.7732 2.9655 0.5012 1.0055 1.5930
0.4 0.2729 0.7736 1.1958 0.7962 1.7810 3.6881 0.3710 1.0074 1.9075
0.5 0.2008 0.7797 1.4776 0.6248 1.7888 4.8258 0.2542 1.0093 2.4658
Table 3
Effective stiffness of periodic composite, case 3: ~ls ¼ 0:1l0 ; rs ¼ ks ¼ 0.
c C1133=2l0 C

3333=2l0 C

1212=l0
~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10
0.1 0.5794 0.7522 0.8428 1.4519 1.7650 2.0514 0.8533 1.0127 1.1734
0.2 0.4459 0.7544 0.9402 1.2161 1.7801 2.4456 0.7150 1.0254 1.3642
0.3 0.3391 0.7566 1.0493 1.0193 1.7953 2.9679 0.5894 1.0385 1.5950
0.4 0.2514 0.7589 1.1937 0.8474 1.8104 3.6927 0.4775 1.0519 1.9115
0.5 0.1773 0.7613 1.4743 0.6909 1.8255 4.8343 0.3783 1.0658 2.4781
Table 4
Effective stiffness of periodic composite, case 4: ~rs ¼ 0:1l0 ; ks ¼ ls ¼ 0.
c C1133=2l0 C

3333=2l0 C

1212=l0
~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10 ~l ¼ 0 ~l ¼ 1 ~l ¼ 10
0.1 0.5766 0.7540 0.8430 1.4118 1.7518 2.0508 0.8045 0.9978 1.1728
0.2 0.4423 0.7580 0.9407 1.1497 1.7537 2.4440 0.6277 0.9957 1.3628
0.3 0.3367 0.7620 1.0502 0.9304 1.7555 2.9648 0.4769 0.9935 1.5922
0.4 0.2509 0.7661 1.1949 0.7346 1.7574 3.6879 0.3510 0.9914 1.9059
0.5 0.1761 0.7701 1.4759 0.5435 1.7593 4.8315 0.2408 0.9893 2.4616
Fig. 10. Effective bulk modulus of nanoporous solid. Fig. 11. Effective shear modulus of nanoporous solid.
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corresponds to R 	 1 nm for aluminium with ks ¼ 6:842 N=m and
l0 ¼ 3:5 1010 N=m2 (Miller and Shenoy, 2000). It is seen fromFig. 11 that, in order to reach leff ¼ l0; R must be decreased more
than twice. However, extrapolating the continuum mechanics-
based results to subnanometer level is not justiﬁed and, most
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elastic stiffness and brittle strength of nanoheterogeneous materi-
als can be substantially improved by appropriate surface
modiﬁcation.
6. Conclusions
1. For the ﬁrst time, a complete solution has been obtained for the
RUC model of particulate nanocomposite with Gurtin–Murdoch
type interface. For this purpose, the multipole expansion-based
approach has been further developed and implemented in the
efﬁcient numerical algorithm.
2. The vector harmonics-based approach used in the paper
enables solution to the elasticity problems with of various
type boundary conditions at the spherical surfaces/interfaces.
The use of the vector spherical harmonics makes fulﬁlling the
interface bonding conditions a routine procedure. In particu-
lar, this approach opens up a possibility of implementing a
more general model of nanocomposite with incoherent inter-
face (Gurtin et al., 1998), where both the displacements and
tractions are discontinuous at the matrix/inhomogeneity
interface.
3. By analytical integration of the local strain and stress ﬁelds in
the matrix domain, an exact closed-form expression is obtained
for the effective elastic stiffness tensor of nanocomposite. The
obtained results are therefore valid for the arbitrary properties
of disperse phase particles (polydisperse, multiphase, coated,
anisotropic, etc.) as well as for any interface bonding conditions
compatible with the linear elasticity theory.
4. The developed semi-analytical technique provides an efﬁcient
numerical study of the RUC model of nanocomposite including
accurate evaluation of the elastic strain and stress ﬁelds and the
effective stiffness tensor with the interaction effects adequately
taken into account. An ability to accurately evaluate the elastic
ﬁelds caused by interacting nanoinhomogeneities opens new
opportunities in computer-aided design of new nanostructured
materials, nano devices and objects like quantum dots with tai-
lor-made mechanical properties.
5. The general conclusion drawn from our numerical study is that
elastic stiffness and brittle strength of nanoheterogeneous
materials can be substantially improved by appropriate surface
modiﬁcation.
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Appendix A. Multipole expansion of the periodic ﬁelds
The purpose of this Appendix is twofold. First, it provides the
formulas necessary for numerical implementation of the method.
Second, it proves equivalence of two known in literature analytical
approaches to the ‘‘periodization’’ problem.
A.1. Scalar harmonics
The regular ystðxÞ and irregular YstðxÞ scalar solid spherical
harmonics t P 0; jsj 6 tð Þ are taken in the form
ystðxÞ¼
rt
ðtþ sÞ!v
s
t h;uð Þ; YstðxÞ¼ ysðtþ1ÞðxÞ¼
ðt sÞ!
rtþ1
vst h;uð Þ: ðA:1Þ
Here, ðr; h;uÞ are the spherical coordinates relating the Cartesian
ones byx1 þ ix2 ¼ r sin h expðiuÞ; x3 ¼ r cos h ðr P 0; 0 6 h
< p; 0 6 u < 2pÞ ðA:2Þ
and vst h; uð Þ ¼ Pst cos hð Þ expðisuÞ is the scalar surface spherical har-
monics, Pst being the associate Legendre function of ﬁrst kind. The
properties of these functions have been thoroughly studied: here
we mention two formulas essential for our study.
The ﬁrst one is differentiation rule (Hobson, 1931) written in
compact form as
Dts Y
l
kðxÞ
h i
¼ ð1ÞtY lþskþtðxÞ; Dts ylkðxÞ
  ¼ ð1ÞsylþsktðxÞ; ðA:3Þ
where Dts ¼ D2ð Þs D3ð Þts for sP 0; Dts ¼ ð1ÞsDt;s for s < 0; Di are
the differential operators
D1¼ @
@x1
 i @
@x2
 
; D2¼D1¼ @
@x1
þ i @
@x2
 
; D3¼ @
@x3
: ðA:4Þ
In particular,
Dts ylkðxÞ
 
x¼0 ¼ ð1Þ
sdtkds;l: ðA:5Þ
Also, we need the re-expansion formula for irregular solid harmon-
ics (xp ¼ xq þ Xpq)
YstðxpÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1ÞkþlYsltþkðXpqÞylkðxqÞ; ðA:6Þ
valid for t P 0; sj j 6 t and xq
  < Xpq .
The periodic counterparts of Eq. (A.1) must obey Laplace equa-
tion and periodicity condition
Fðxþ aijÞ ¼ FðxÞ; j ¼ 1;2;3: ðA:7Þ
Rayleigh (1892) has suggested to take them as the direct lattice
sums
YtsðxÞ ¼
X
n
Ystðxþ anÞ; ðA:8Þ
where n ¼ n1i1 þ n2i2 þ n3i3; 1 < n1; n2;n3 <1. It is assumed
that the sum in Eq. (A.8) for x ¼ 0 does not contain the term with
n ¼ 0. Local expansion of Yts follows directly from Eq. (A.6):
YtsðxpÞ ¼ YstðxqÞdpq þ
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1ÞkþlgtkslðXpqÞylkðxqÞ; ðA:9Þ
where
gtkslðXpqÞ ¼ Ytþk;slðXpqÞ: ðA:10Þ
The only drawback of this approach is an uncertainty due to condi-
tional convergence of Y20ð0Þ. McPhedran and McKenzie (1978) have
argued that Rayleigh’s (1892) result Y20ð0Þ ¼ 4p=3a3 is consistent
with the physics of the problem.
Suggested by Zuzovski and Brenner (1977) an alternate way of
introducing the periodic harmonics consists in applying the differ-
entiation rule Eq. (A.3) to the periodic potential S1 (Hasimoto,
1959) given by triple Fourier series and obeying Poisson equation
DS1 ¼ 4p 1a3 
X
n
dðxþ anÞ
 !
: ðA:11Þ
Its Cartesian derivatives,
bY tsðxÞ ¼ ð1ÞtDts S1ð Þ ðA:12Þ
obeys Laplace equation in a whole space with the points x ¼ an ex-
cluded. In our notations, local expansion of S1 takes the form
(Hasimoto, 1959)
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2p
3a3
r2 þ
X1
k¼4
Xk
l¼k
aklylkðxÞ; ak;l ¼ ð1Þlakl
¼ ð1ÞlDkl S1  1r
 
x¼0
: ðA:13Þ
It was shown elsewhere (Sangani and Acrivos, 1983) that akl can be
found as a lattice sum: akl ¼ 1ð ÞkþlYk;lð0Þ. It appears that akl  0
for modðk;2Þ– 0 and modðl;4Þ – 0. Noteworthy, expansion Eq.
(A.13) does not involve the term a20 and the lowest non-zero term
is absolutely convergent series a40. And, S1ðxÞ regular expansion
around the point xq – xp is given by
S1ðxpÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
aklðXpqÞylkðxqÞ: ðA:14Þ
It follows directly from Eqs. (A.3) and (A.5) that
aklðXpqÞ ¼ ð1ÞkþlbYk;lðXpqÞ.
By substituting Eq. (A.13) into Eq. (A.12) one obtains, in view of
Eqs. (A.3) and (A.5),
bY tsðxÞ ¼ YstðxÞ  4p3a3 y01ðxÞdt1ds0  8p3a3 y11 ðxÞdt1ds;1
þ 4p
3a3
dt2ds0 þ ð1Þtþs
X1
k¼4
Xk
l¼k
aklylþsktðxÞ: ðA:15Þ
In compact form,
bY tsðxÞ ¼ YstðxÞ þX1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1Þkþlbgtkslð0ÞylkðxÞ; ðA:16Þ
where
bgtkslð0Þ ¼ ð1Þtþsatþk;ls  4pa3 dt1ds1dk1dl1 ðA:17Þ
and where we additionally deﬁned a20 ¼ 4p=3a3. Thus, we have
bY tsðxÞ  YtsðxÞ  4pa3 ystðxÞdt1ds;1 ðA:18Þ
in terms of functions and
bgtksl ¼ gtksl  4pa3 dt1ds1dk1dl1 ðA:19Þ
in terms of expansion coefﬁcients. Speciﬁcally, bg1100ð0Þ ¼ 4p=3a3
and bg1111ð0Þ ¼ 8p=3a3.
The above analysis proves mathematical equivalence of the two
compared approaches provided the dipole sum issue is properly re-
solved in the Rayleigh’s (direct summation) method.
A.2. Scalar biharmonics
The following form of regular zstðxÞ and irregular ZstðxÞ scalar so-
lid spherical biharmonics
zstðxÞ ¼
r2
2ð2t þ 3Þ y
s
tðxÞ 
ðt þ sþ 1Þðt þ sþ 2Þ
2ð2t þ 3Þ y
s
tþ2ðxÞ;
ZstðxÞ ¼ zsðtþ1ÞðxÞ ¼ 
r2
2ð2t  1ÞY
s
tðxÞ
þ ðt  sÞðt  s 1Þ
2ð2t  1Þ Y
s
t2ðxÞ ðA:20Þ
is particularly convenient due to their properties. First,
DZst ¼ D1D2 þ D3D3ð ÞZst ¼ Yst ; Dzst ¼ yst : ðA:21Þ
Second, and very important, fact is that the differentiation rule of
Eq. (A.3) holds true for the functions of Eq. (A.20):
Dts Z
l
kðxÞ
h i
¼ ð1ÞtZlþskþtðxÞ; Dts zlkðxÞ
  ¼ ð1ÞszlþsktðxÞ: ðA:22ÞAnalogous to that of Eq. (A.6) the re-expansion formula for the
biharmonics Zst is also remarkably simple:
ZstðxpÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1Þkþl Ysltþk2ðXpqÞzlk2ðxqÞ þ ZsltþkðXpqÞylkðxqÞ
h i
:
ðA:23Þ
By analogy with Eq. (A.8), we take the periodic biharmonics obeying
Eq. (A.7) as the sums
ZtsðxÞ ¼
X
n
Zstðxþ anÞ; ðA:24Þ
where for x ¼ 0 the sum of Eq. (A.24) does not contain the term
with n ¼ 0. As expected, its local expansion resembles that of Eq.
(A.23):
ZtsðxpÞ ¼ ZstðxqÞdpq
þ
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1Þkþl gt;k2;slðXpqÞzlk2ðxqÞ þ ltkslðXpqÞylkðxqÞ
h i
;
ðA:25Þ
where
ltkslðXpqÞ ¼ Ztþk;slðXpqÞ: ðA:26Þ
An alternate deﬁnition of periodic biharmonics, in terms of periodic
potential S2 (Hasimoto, 1959) is given bybZtsðxÞ ¼ ð1ÞtDts S2ð Þ; bZtsð0Þ ¼ ð1ÞtDts S2  r2 x¼0: ðA:27Þ
Derived by Hasimoto (1959) local expansion of S2 is written in our
notations as
S2¼ Z00ðxÞc2
c1
6
r2þ p
30a3
r4þ
X1
k¼4
Xk
l¼k
aklzlkðxÞþbklylkðxÞ
 
; ðA:28Þ
where
bkl ¼ ð1ÞkþlbZk;lð0Þ  4p5a3 dk4dl0 ðA:29Þ
and c1 and c2 are some constants. The terms with these constants
are irrelevant to our analysis, for we consider the functions bZtsðxÞ
with t P 3. On the other hand, D30ðr4Þ ¼ 24y01 and D31ðr4Þ ¼ 16y11;
these linear harmonic terms can be included, by analogy with Eq.
(A.13), in the general sum provided we re-deﬁned bltksl ¼
ð1Þtþsbtþk;ls for the indices t ¼ 3 and k ¼ 1 appropriately. For
t P 4, bZtsðxÞ  ZtsðxÞ:
A.3. Periodic solutions of Lamé equation.
The irregular (inﬁnite at x ¼ 0 and vanishing at inﬁnity) solu-
tions UðiÞts ¼ UðiÞts ðxÞ of Lamé equation are deﬁned in terms of the vec-
tor spherical harmonics SðiÞts ¼ SðiÞts ðh;uÞ as
Uð1Þts ¼
ðt  sÞ!
rtþ2
Sð1Þts  t þ 1ð ÞSð3Þts
h i
;
Uð2Þts ¼
1
t
ðt  sÞ!
rtþ1
Sð2Þts ;
Uð3Þts ¼
ðt  sÞ!
rt
bðtþ1ÞS
ð1Þ
ts þ cðtþ1ÞSð3Þts
h i
; ðA:30Þ
where btðmÞ ¼ tþ54mðtþ1Þð2tþ3Þ and ctðmÞ ¼ t2þ4m2tþ3 . The regular solutions uðiÞts
are given by uðiÞts ¼ UðiÞðtþ1Þ; s, their properties are discussed in (Kushch
et al., 2011). Here, we reproduce, in somewhat modiﬁed form, the
re-expansion formulas for UðiÞts :
UðiÞts ðxpÞ ¼
Xi
j¼1
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1ÞkþlgðiÞðjÞtksl ðXpqÞuðjÞkl ðxqÞ; ðA:31Þ
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gðiÞðjÞtksl 0 ðj> iÞ; gðiÞðiÞtksl ¼Ysltþk; i¼1;2;3;
gð2Þð1Þtksl ¼ i
l
k
þ s
t
 
Ysltþk1; g
ð3Þð2Þ
tksl ¼4ð1mÞgð2Þð1Þtksl ;
gð3Þð1Þtksl ¼
l
k
gð3Þð2Þt;k1;slþ2ZsltþkYsltþk2 t sþkþ l1þCðtþ1Þ;sCk2;l
 
:
ðA:32Þ
and Cts ¼ bt ðt þ 1Þ2  s2
h i
.
The periodic counterparts of Eq. (A.30) are written as
UðiÞts ðxÞ ¼
X
n
UðiÞts ðxþ anÞ; ðA:33Þ
where the convergence issue is expected for Uð1Þ00 , U
ð2Þ
1s and
Uð3Þ2s only. E.g.,
Uð1Þts ¼ rYst ¼ eiDiYst ¼ e1Ys1tþ1  e2Ysþ1tþ1  e3Ystþ1; ðA:34Þ
where e1 ¼ i1 þ ii2ð Þ=2; e2 ¼ e1 ¼ i1  ii2ð Þ=2; and e3 ¼ i3 are the
complex Cartesian unit vectors. For t ¼ 0, the corresponding peri-
odic function Uð1Þ00 is expressed in terms of Y

1s and hence inherits
the uncertainty discussed in Appendix A.1.
Is it possible to aviod the above mentioned problem in the way
used in Appendix A.1, namely, by deﬁning the periodic vector func-
tions in terms of Hasimoto’s potentials. In particular,bUð1Þ00 ¼ rS1 ¼ e1bY 1;1  e2bY 11  e3bY 10 ðA:35Þ
is the periodic function possessing the same properties with respect
to the differential operators as Uð1Þ00 . Its local expansion follows from
Eq. (A.13):
bUð1Þ00 ðxÞ ¼ r 1r
 
þ 2p
3a3
r r2 þX1
k¼4
Xk
l¼k
aklr ylkðxÞ
 
¼ Uð1Þ00 ðxÞ þ
4p
3a3c0
uð3Þ00 ðxÞ þ
X1
k¼4
Xk
l¼k
aklu
ð1Þ
kl ðxÞ; ðA:36Þ
where c0 ¼ c0 mð Þ. As seen, this expansion contains an extra term
4p
3a3c0
uð3Þ00 ðxÞ, not predicted by direct summation of (A.31) where
Uð1Þts is expressed in terms u
ð1Þ
kl only. A similar analysis applies tobUð2Þ1s and bUð3Þ2s (for all other indices, bUðiÞts  UðiÞts ) and gives us, after
some algebra, the ﬁnal formula
bUðiÞts ðxpÞ ¼ UðiÞts ðxqÞdpq þXi
j¼1
X1
k¼0
Xk
l¼k
ð1ÞkþlbgðiÞðjÞtksl ðXpqÞuðjÞkl ðxqÞ: ðA:37Þ
The expansion coefﬁcients are given by the formula Eq. (A.32), with
replace gðiÞðjÞtksl to bgðiÞðjÞtksl ; Yst to bY ts and Zst to bZts. Noteworthy, bgðiÞðjÞtksl  0
for j > i. In Eq. (A.37),
bgðiÞðjÞtksl ðxÞ ¼ gðiÞðjÞtksl ðxÞ ¼X
n
gðiÞðjÞtksl ðxþ anÞ; ðA:38Þ
a few re-deﬁned coefﬁcients are
bgð1Þð3Þ0000 ¼ 4p3a3c0 ; bgð2Þð2Þ1100 ¼ gð2Þð2Þ1100 þ 16p3a3 ;bgð2Þð2Þ1111 ¼ gð2Þð2Þ1111 þ 16p3a3 ; bgð3Þð1Þ2200 ¼ gð3Þð1Þ2200 þ 32p9a3 ð1þ mÞ;bgð3Þð1Þ2211 ¼ gð3Þð1Þ2211 þ 16p3a3 ðm 2Þ; bgð3Þð1Þ2222 ¼ gð3Þð1Þ2222  32p3a3 ð1 2mÞ:
ðA:39Þ
Again, we come to the conclusion that Rayleigh’s (direct summa-
tion) and Hasimoto’s approaches are equivalent from the mathe-
matical standpoint provided the dipole sums are appropriately
deﬁned. For more discussion on the matter, see (Kushch, 2013).References
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